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Across
4

2 A hollow area on
the golf course that
is filled with sand
or grass

5

12 The position of the
feet when you are
getting ready to hit
the ball
13 How you place
your hands and
hold a club
14 A short low shot
that you want to
land on the green
and roll toward the
hole
16 A body of water on
the golf course that
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11 The small hole or
cup cut into the
green

6

9

6 A small peg put in
the ground to hold
up the golf ball for
your first shot on a
hole

10 A score in golf that
is two strokes
under par on a hole

3

7

4 A warning shouted
to alert other
players that you are
about to hit the ball
or have hit a ball
that is headed
toward them

9 The number of
strokes a
professional or
elite PLAYer
would be expected
to make on a hole

2

18
19

20

is marked by red
stakes
17 A coin or small
round disk that you
use to show where
to replace a ball
that has been
picked up on the
green
19 A chunk of grass
and dirt taken out
of the ground by
the golf club during
a swing
20 A long shot played
from the teeing
ground
Down
1 When you swing at
the ball and try to

hit it, you have
made a stroke
3 A place where
golfers can practice
hitting balls
4 A pole that marks
the center of a hole
on the green
5 An area of long
grass around the
teeing ground,
fairways and
greens
7 The area of the
course where a
hole ends and the
grass is cut the
shortest
8 A hole where the
fairway bends
around a corner

9 A shot played on
the green in which
you try to roll the
ball to the hole
12 A card provided by
the golf course for
PLAYers to keep
track of their
strokes
15 Places on the golf
course that create
challenges for
golfers
18 The spot where the
ball is sittin

Word Bank: Ball marker, Bunker, Chip shot, Dog leg, Drive, Divot, Eagle, Fore, Flagstick, Green, Grip,
Hazards, Hole, Lie, Par, Putt, Range, Rough, Scorecard, Stance, Stroke, Tee, Water hazard,

